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CARDIOTHORACIC IMAGINGThree-dimensional printing of models for surgical planning in
patients with primary cardiac tumorsDaniel Schmauss, MD,a Nicolas Gerber, MSc,b and Ralf Sodian, MDaFIGURE 1. The stereolithographic model showing the heart and detailed
anatomy, including the tumor on the right ventricle. The tumor is marked
in a different color from the cardiac tissue because of its difference in
density.Primary cardiac tumors are rare and mostly benign but have
the potential to cause significant morbidity. Surgical treat-
ment is suggested when symptoms or hemodynamic im-
pairment is present. Deciding which surgical strategy
(total tumor resection, partial tumor resection, or heart
transplant) is best for the individual patient is often difficult
because of insufficient imaging. We are therefore exploring
the impact of using rapid-prototyping techniques for deci-
sion making, surgical planning, and intraoperative orienta-
tion for surgical treatment in patients with primary cardiac
tumors.
TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS
In a 43-year-old female patient with a right-ventricular
primary cardiac tumor, the diagnosis was suggested by ul-
trasonography and magnetic resonance imaging, which
showed an intrapericardial mass on the right ventricular
wall consistent with a cardiac fibroma. A computed tomo-
graphically guided biopsy of the tumor confirmed this
suspicion.
From data derived from computed tomographic scans, we
were able to fabricate 3-dimensional replicas of the cardiac
anatomy. In our models, the tumor tissuewas colored differ-
ently from the cardiac tissue because of its different density,
making it possible to delimit the pathologic tissue exactly
(Figures 1 and 2). In addition, it was possible to sterilize
the model and take it to the operating room for better
intraoperative orientation.
On the basis of the exact anatomic understanding thus ob-
tained, we determined that an excision in toto would be the
best therapeutic option for our patient because of the only
moderate infiltration of the tumor into the right ventricular
wall. Figure 3 shows the intraoperative findings.
DISCUSSION
Stereolithography has been shown to be a useful tool in
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The Journal of Thoracic and Carin which 3-dimensional, lifelike models can be helpful for
preoperative decision making and planning of surgical
procedures. The method described is practicable forFIGURE 2. A 3-dimensional reconstruction of the heart with the tumor on
the right ventricle.
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FIGURE 3. Intraoperative findings. The right ventricle can be seen with
the tumor on its wall.
Cardiothoracic Imaging Schmauss et alpatients with primary cardiac tumors. It could facilitate the
therapeutic decision making process by showing the exact1408 The Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surposition and infiltration of the cardiac tumor into cardiac
tissue in patients in whom conventional imaging
techniques such as computed tomography, magnetic
resonance imaging, and echocardiography are insufficient.
The system provides theoretic and practical advantages
for surgeons and interventionists treating complex
pathology in cardiac surgery.References
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